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This volume contains the post-proceedings of the 2nd International Workshop
on Static Analysis and Systems Biology (SASB 2011) which took place in Venice,
Italy, on September the 13th, 2011.
A lot of biological models suﬀer from a high combinatorial complexity. Many
methods have been proposed to break down this combinatorial complexity. Some
of these methods are informal and are validated experimentally. By contrast, static
analysis-based scalable formal methods increase the level of conﬁdence by provid-
ing formal characterization of what is computed. Being automatic, easily reusable,
and oﬀering formal soundness criteria, static analyses can help designing models,
testing models with respect to experimental data, and predicting the behavior of
the modeled system. The goal of SASB is to promote discussions and collabo-
rations between biologists (modelers), computer scientists (in static analysis) and
applied-mathematicians around the design and the use of static analysis methods
for biological models.
This year, seven papers have been selected according to a rigorous refereeing
process. The selected papers were presented at the workshop together with 3 in-
vited presentations by Boris Kholodenko (Systems Biology Ireland), Edda Klipp
(Humboldt Universita¨t Berlin, Germany), and Jean Krivine (Universite´ Paris VII
and CNRS, France).
We are very grateful to the SAS organizers Gilberto File´, Mooly Sagiv, and Eran
Yahav, for making this workshop possible. We also would like to thank the Steering
committee, the Program Committee and the external reviewers. We thank as well
our contributing authors and our invited speakers Boris Kholodenko, Edda Klipp,
and Jean Krivine. Our thanks also go to Andrei Voronkov for the EasyChair system
(www.easychair.org). We also thank Albertine Martel for the original design of
the SASB web-site. Sabrina De Poli helped with the local organisation. Finally, we
would like to thank the Universita` degli Studi di Padova, the Universita` Ca’Foscari
Venezia, the E´cole Normale Superieure (ENS), the Institut National de Recherche
en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA), the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientique (CNRS), Microsoft Reseach (MSR) for sponsoring SAS and SASB. SASB
was also supported by the ANR-Chair of Excellence AbstractCell.
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2012) will be held in Deauville on September 10, 2012 as a satellite event to the
19th Static Analysis Symposium.
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